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Cs...This paper presents an agricultural policy model for Mexico. The model

can relate the impacts of government pricing policies on production,

consumption, and trade, to government objectives for agriculture, like

farm employment, net foreign exchange earnings, sector income, and food

self-sufficiency. The model's multilevel mathematical programming

technique can be used to identify tradeoffs among policy goals and can

help policymakers choose the instruments best suited to realizing their

goals. The model can also illustrate how changes in world market

conditions might alter the tradeoffs and the choice of policy instruments.2i
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SUMMARY

Like many national governments, the Government of Mexico intervenes in
agricultural markets to reorient production, consumption, and trade in
such a way as to realize stated goals for agriculture and the economy.
Because Mexico's economy is an open economy, world market conditions,
determined in part by agricultural programs in the United States, affect
the outcomes of Mexican policy decisions. Thus, U.S. policy indirectly
affects Mexican agricultural policy.

This paper presents a multilevel programming framework, which, when
applied to Mexican agriculture, can:

o Analyze the impacts of Mexican pricing policies on Mexican policy
goals.

o Explore the tradeoffs between those goals.

o Examine the impacts of possible U.S. policy changes on Mexican
agriculture and, therefore, on Mexico's agricultural policy
choices.

The paper begins by exploring the important agricultural trade and policy
connections between the U.S. and Mexican economies. Mexico has become
one of the most important U.S. agricultural export markets, particularly
for grains and oilseeds. Mexico is also one of the most important
suppliers of U.S. agricultural imports, particularly fresh fruits and
vegetables. Mexico also competes with the United States in world cotton
markets. U.S. border policies ancl.cammodity programs affect the prices
that Mexico pays and receives for its imports and exports. Mexico's
agricultural policies aim at reducing Mexico's dependence on food
imports, increasing agricultural sector income, and increasing farm
sector employment. These Mexican policies change the level and
composition of Mexico's trade with the United States.

Multilevel programming--an approach that explicitly recognizes that
policymakers do not have direct control over private sector decisions--can
be used to construct tradeoff frontiers between government policy goals.
The paper applies the methodology to Mexican agriculture to show the
impacts of several alternative pricing policies on four governmental
goals (employment, foreign exchange, food grain production, and sector
income) and to develop tradeoff frontiers between these goals. Finally,
the paper explores the effects of possible changes in U.S. policy by
varying the trade linkages in the Mexican model: the impacts of higher
or lower grain and oilseed prices and of lower U.S. barriers to Mexican
imports of fresh fruits and vegetables.

The ability of the Mexican Government to achieve its goals is often
related to its choice of pricing policy instruments. Mexico's
agricultural sector is very sensitive to changes in world market
conditions and, therefore to changes in U.S. policies. To proceed with
domestic policy analysis without realistically considering international
dimensions could be very misleading. To link Mexican and U.S. models

could be useful for both countries.

iv
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Domestic Choices and World
Market Conditions

Nicole S. Ballenger

Alex F. McCalla*

INTRODUCTION

Most national governments affect agricultural production, consumption,

and trade with a variety of techniques for explicit and implicit domestic

objectives. Yet, international commodity markets also influence the

formulation of national policies. Therefore, analysis of a nation's

domestic policy, whether the nation be large or small, must take world

markets into account and, thereby, the policy actions of other countries

either directly or indirectly.

In this paper, we address the policy analysis issues of Mexico, a

developing country small in most, but not all, markets and whose major

trading partner, the United States, dominates many world markets. Our

approach is to develop a policy analysis framework for Mexico that

explicitly takes into account international factors, particularly policy

actions of the United States. U.S. policy can affect Mexico directly

through bilateral relationships--for example, U.S. regulations of fresh

vegetables from Mexico--or indirectly through interactions in world

markets where both countries participate.

Agricultural trade is an important link between the U.S. and Mexican

economies. The United States is Mexico's most important agricultural

trade partner, both as the largest market for its exports (about

40 percent) and as the major supplier of its imports (70-80 percent).

For some commodities, the figures are even higher (tables 1 and 2).

Nearly all of Mexico's imports of corn, other coarse grains, wheat, and.

oilseeds come from the United States. 1/ Virtually all of Mexico's fresh

tomato exports (its most important horticultural export) are sold in U.S.

markets. The United States is also Mexico's most valuable customer for

its traditional exports, such as coffee.

* Ballenger is an agricultural economist with the International Economics

Division of the Economic Research Service and McCalla is a professor of

agricultural economics with the University of California-Davis.

1/ Recently, the United States has faced increasing competition in the

Mexican market from Argentina, Australia, and Canada, particularly in

wheat trade.
1



Table 1--Major U.S exports to Mexico 1/

Corn Sorghum Wheat and wheat flour

Year : Total U.S. : U.S. exports : Total Mexican : Total U.S. : U.S. expo
rts : Total Mexican : Total U.S. : U.S. exports : Total Mexican

: exports : to Mexico : imports : exports : to Mexico : imports : exports : to Mexico : imports

Million U.S. dollars (current)

1970 : 817 36 58 193 2.5 2.5 1,008 3 3

. :

1975 : 4,422 209 399 691 66 116 5,353 17 17

1976 5,194 83 104 628 1 18 4,040 0.2 0.2

1977 : 4 ,100 176 198 ' 592 67 78 2 ,8 82 7 47

1978 : . 5,257 160 181 513 69 89 4,532 88 70

IV 1979 6,973 47 111 669 154 160 5 ,4 91 197 201

1980 8,492 678 659 1,051 319 308 6,660 123 163

1981 7,935 451 447 1,151 330 432 8,157 208 214

1982 : 5,582 33 38 692 165 195 6,927 73 87

1983 . 6,367 . 643 634 699 439 433 6,235 0.6 60

1984 6,999 402 375 847 283 n.a. 6,473 3.2 41

1985 : n.a. 199 n.a. n.a. 214 n.a. n.a. .6 n.a.

n.a. = not available.

1/ Discrepancies between the Food and Agriculture Organization and U.S. dat
a sources account for the fact that in some years total Mexican

imports are smaller than imports from the United States.

Sources: Total U.S. exports and imports and trade with Mexico: Economic Research Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Foreign 

Agricultural Trade of the United States (FATUS), various issues.

Total Mexican exports and imports, 1970, 1975-84: United Nations Food and Agricu
lture Organization, Trade Yearbook, various issues.

Total Mexican exports and imports, 1979-83: Banco Nacional de Comercio Exte
rior.

1
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Table 2--Major Mexican exports to the United States

Green coffee Fresh tomatoes

Year : Total U.S.) U.S. imports : Total Mexican : Total U.S. : U.S./Mexico : Total Mexican

imports : from Mexico : exports : imports : trade : exports

Million U.S. dollars (current)

1970 : 1159 . 57 74 96 95 107

:
1975 : 1,562 133 193 65 64 166

1976 : 2,633 254 367 73 72 129

1977 : 3,860 376 479 150 149 212

1978 : 3,729 272 347 162 161 198

1979 : 3,819 392 593 154 153 206

:
1980 : 3,873 280 .437 131 131 185

1981 : 2,623 235 343 238 237 250

1982 : 2,718 250 371 174 173 154

1983 : 2,771 276 522 229 227 186

1984 : 3,271 322 475 175 '171 221

1985 : n.a. 367 n.a. n.a. 168 n.a.

n.a. = not available.
Sources: Total U.S. exports . and imports and trade with Mexico: Economic Research Service, U.S.

Department of Agriculture, Foreign Agricultural Trade of the United States (FATUS),

various issues.
Total Mexican exports and imports, 1970, 1975-78: United Nations, Food and

Agriculture Organization, Trade Yearbook, various issues.

Total Mexican exports and imports, 19.79-83: Banco Nacional de Comercio Exterior.



Trade with Mexico has also become increasingly important to the United

States. Mexico became a major market for U.S. grain after the 1981 U.S.

embargo on grain shipments to the USSR. That year, Mexico became the

second largest U.S. agricultural export market, purchasing $2.4 billion

worth of commodities (primarily corn, sorghum, soybeans, wheat, dried

beans, and refined sugar). Since then, Mexico has been the third or

fourth largest purchaser of U.S. agricultural exports. Additionally,

Mexico is among the top four suppliers of U.S. agricultural imports.

Competition in world markets creates additional trade linkages between

the two countries. The United States and Mexico compete as exporters of

the same grade and staple of cotton. Although Mexico's importance in the

world cotton market has declined since 1973, when it was one of the

world's largest cotton exporters, cotton exports remain important to

Mexico's debt-burdened economy.

The nature of trade between the two countries is influenced by their

agricultural policies. The United States, a large country with

significant shares of major commodity markets, can influence directly,

through international trade policies, or indirectly, through domestic

farm programs, the level and stability of prices Mexico pays or receives

in world markets. The Soviet grain embargo, which stimulated the United

States to actively seek new markets, provides an example of how U.S.

foreign policy toward another part of the world can affect Mexico. On a

more subtle level, the annual features of U.S. farm policy--nonrecourse

loans, deficiency payments, and storage programs--also have implications

for Mexico.

U.S. commodity programs affect world prices. Loan rates, for example,

set world price floors, release prices determine price ceilings (so long

as there are stocks to release), and commodity reserve programs affect

the stability of both domestic and world prices. Incremental changes in

the levels of these policy instruments may be relatively unimportant, but

significant policy reformulations could mean real changes in a number of

markets important to Mexico.

Cotton provides a good example of the impacts of U.S. agricultural policy

on Mexico. Mexican cotton production increased 57 percent from 1950-54

to 1955-59, stimulated in large part by exceedingly favorable world

prices brought about by high U.S. price supports (5). Adverse conditions

for Mexico were then created when the United States began to make cotton

export payments and sold its stocks on the world markets at prices.lower

than support prices. These U.S. policies affected the welfare of

communities tied to cotton production and the role of agricultural

exports in contributing to national development.

Mexico's trade and agricultural policies are unlikely to influence world

prices because it is a small country in most international markets (fruit

and vegetable trade the exception). However, its agricultural programs

can influence the composition of its production, consumption, and trade.

Its policies also affect U.S. trade opportunities with Mexico. For

example, the Sistema Alimentario Mexicano (SAM), former president Lopez

Portillo's ambitious agricultural plan for self-sufficiency, although

canceled early in 1983, survived long enough to provoke serious interest

in Mexico's ability to achieve food self-sufficiency. Grain imports fell

markedly in 1982 after a year of the program, although fortuitous weather

4



conditions were credited as much as the program itself. At the same time as.

grain area increased, there was little displacement of area devoted to major

export crops, such as vegetables bound for the United States.

SAM's demise has generally been attributed to Mexico's ill fortune in world

markets. Commanding an impressive government budget, it was an affordable

progtam when oil export earnings were high, but not when they dropped. When

Mexico's foreign debt mounted, the need to generate and conserve foreign

exchange escalated quickly. Thus, this is a case in which domestic policy

began to shape trade patterns, but international conditions forced a

reformulation of domestic policies.

Modeling U.S.-Mexican interdependencies through agricultural trade is a

complex problem. Such a model would have to reflect the domestic policies and

trade interactions of both countries: domestic policies can affect trade

flows and prices, and international conditions may influence domestic policy

decisions. One possible approach to modeling these interrelationships is to

start with national agricultural policy models, build in international

components, and identify the trade linkages that connect the models. This

paper presents such a model for Mexico.

METHODOLOGY: CONSTRUCTING POLICY-FEASIBLE FRONTIERS

Pricing policies, such as output and input subsidies, have been used for

decades by the Mexican Government. For example, the SAM program relied

heavily on a basket of short-term instruments to achieve self-sufficiency in

basic crops, including food grains, feed grains, and oilseeds. With these

types of pricing tools, constraints on realizing any policy goal include not

only the physical and technological limits of the agricultural sector but also

the behavior of the agricultural economy. For example, the effectiveness of a

corn price support program for achieving corn self-sufficiency depends 

partiallyon producer response to relative price changes as well as on land

and other resource availability. Thus, a key feature of the Mexican policy

problem is that policymakers control their objectives indirectly, through

their influence on private sector activity. Furthermore, the objectives of

Mexican policymakers and of the private sector are not necessarily

complementary. For example, policymakers may seek to increase food security

through increased corn production; while profit-maximizing behavior might lead

to lower levels of corn production.

A dual-level programming framework--a programming model with two objective

functions--characterizes a policy problem of the type described above. 2/ The

outer objective function is the government sector's; the inner objective

function is the private sector's. The explicit variables of the policy

objective function are targets or objectives, such as employment, food

production, or foreign exchange. The control variables are the policy

instruments, such as pricing policies, which affect the target variables

through their impacts on the activities selected by the private sector. For

example, a corn price support might shift production toward corn and away from

an export crop, thereby increasing food production (one possible goal), but

reducing exports and foreign exchange earnings (another possible goal).

2/ For more in-depth discussion of multi-level programming, see (3) and (4).

Underscored numbers in parentheses refer to sources cited in References

at the end of this report.
5



The inner objective function drives the selection of private sector

activities, which include production, consumption, and trade of agricultural

products. In this case, the inner objective function, or behavioral function,

is the sum of producer and consumer surplus. This objective is formulated in

the traditional spirit of sector modeling, based on the Samuelson proof that

the maximization of the sum of producer and consumer surplus reproduces a

competitive equilibrium. (Hereafter, the inner problem will be referred to as

the sector model.) Trade linkages also enter at this. level because the

private sector can choose to import or export at world prices, subject to

trade barriers (tariffs and quotas) imposed by the government.

The two-level problem, then, is to select the optimal mix of policy

instruments, given policymakers' preferences for objectives and the

underlying behavior of agricultural markets. This problem is formulated

mathematically as follows:

MAX
x2 

g(x
0
)

Subject to:
f(x

xl1

Aix, + A2x2 < b

Ax =IxIx
o o

x , x , x >0
o 1 2 —

where

x2 = 'control' variables, or policy instruments, such as price supports,

input subsidies or taxes;

xo . 'target' variables, or policy objectives, such as employment, food

production, foreign exchange, or sector income;

sector activity level variables, such as crop production or

domestic consumption;

AI, A2 = matrices of unit impacts of activity level variables

and policy instruments on resource use and budgets;

I = identity matrix;
Ao = matrix of impacts of activity levels on policy objectives,

such as a matrix of employment multipliers;

g(x0) = policymakers' objective function which, in its simplest

form, may be a weighted linear function of several target

variables.

f(x1) = the sector model objective function which, in this case, is the

sum of producer and consumer surplus. (Given linear demand and

cost functions, f(x1) is a quadratic function).

Two major problems hinder the empirical application of the multilevel

programming format. The first is formulating a mathematical function

that describes policymakers' preferences. However, if we specify the

function as a linear combination of goals, then by changing the weights
6
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assigned (arbitrarily) to each objective, we can derive any number of
solutions that together trace out a "policy-feasible frontier" (fig. 1).
This frontier defines the set of "best" outcomes that can be realized,
given the policy instruments at hand, the government budget constraint,
and the characteristics of the sector model. The policymaker can then
select a preferred point on the frontier. However, it should be
emphasized that adding to or subtracting from the available instrument
set, expanding or contracting the government's agricultural budget, or
altering any parameters of the sector model could redefine, or shift the
position of, the frontier.

The second, less tractable, problem is the absence of mathematical
algorithms for solving simultaneously the inner and outer problems. 3/
Currently, there is no procedure for obtaining the global joint maximum,
although local point optima can be found in some cases (3). The
two-stage procedure employed for this research assumes that, by exploring
the impacts of a relatively small discrete set of policy instruments with
the use of the sector model (the inner pi-oblem), we can then find convex
combinations of those policy points that are optimal from the standpoint
of policymakers (the outer problem). In other words, we divide the
interrelated two-level problem into two separate stages.

The two-stage approach assumes convexity of the policy response surface
(fig. 2). Although this assumption will not always hold, this approach
helps us explore the policy-feasible space in a fairly systematic
manner. We can get closer to the "real" solution, of course, by adding
to the number of policy instruments (or policy mixes) tested with the
sector model and, thereby, shortening the segments between points on the
policy response surface. The solutions presented in this paper are not
definitive policy solutions, but illustrate the type of analysis that can
be done based on a two-level programming framework.

The two-stage solution procedure is described below:

Stage I: Derive the coefficients for the outer problem (the policy
model).

1. Specify a set of ,policy instruments (x2) (such as several levels
of crop price supports);

2. Using the agricultural sector model, test the impacts of the
instruments chosen in (1) and generate a matrix of marginal
impacts (aii) of each instrument i on each goal j.

Stage II: Choose the optimal policy instrument mix.

1. Specify weights (alphas) to be assigned to each of the goals
(x0);

3/ (2) discusses a special case of the two-level programming problem
which can be collapsed to one level. In this case, the model can be
solved with existing mathematical, programming algorithms.

7
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Goal 2

Figure 1. A policy-feasible frontier for two goals

N

Policy-
Feasible
Space

N
A

N
N

Change in
Goal 1

Each point (A, B, or C) is a solution to the linear programming

problem stated in stage II. Point A, for example, might be a

solution of the form .5G1 + .5G2. The policy-feasible space

is a function of the behavior 'of the sector under the sector

objective function, the maximization of producer and consumer

surplus. Note that the application of a different objective

function to the sector model (such as employment maximization

could produce a very different frontier. If G1 is employment,

the physical possibliites for employment generation by production

of labor intensive crops could lie well beyond the policy-feasible

space.
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Figure 2. A possible example of a non-convexity in a policy
response curve

Employment

!budget
I constraint

a

10% 157. 207,

Maize subsidy

30%

The curve abcde represents a hypothetical policy response
• surface relating the impacts of maize subsidies on employment.
The nonconvexity lies between points b and d. The dotted line
bd represents all possible convex combinations of 10-and
20-percent maize subsidies. In this case, if the model selects
a 15-percent maize subsidy as optimal, it overestimates the
actual employment-generating impacts (point c).
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2. Solve the following linear programming problem:

•

MAX 
x2 

a 'x
0

E a i( Z a..x )

Subject to:

Bx
2 —

< b,

where

b is a vector including budget constraints and other policy instrument
bounds; B is a matrix describing the impacts of the policy instruments on
that vector; and alpha, a, xo, and x2 are as defined above.

Figure 3 provides another more specific representation of the policy
model in tableau form.

Varying the weights assigned to policy objectives generates alternative
"optimal" policy solutions. In order to trace out two-dimensional
policy-feasible frontiers, stage two becomes a series of linear
programming problems optimizing over two objectives at a time using
several sets of policy weights. Again, the frontiers are functions of
the policy tools available to policymakers as well as of the budget
constraint and the underlying characteristics of the behavioral or sector
model.

EMPIRICAL MODEL

The empirical sector model was constructed from selected vectors of a
very large quadratic programming model (CHAC) developed by the World Bank
for Mexico [see (6)]. CHAC and the smaller version, used here, simulate
the behavior of the Mexican agricultural sector, including 30 short-cycle
crops, assuming that Mexico is a "small" country in world markets. For
the smaller model, the coefficients of the original 1968 version of CHAC
were updated on the basis of aggregate trends to produce supply and
demand conditions similar to those observed in the early eighties.
Import and export prices and trade barriers also reflect 1980 conditions.
Data sources, as well as the details and validation of the representative
sector model, are discussed in (1).

The objectives specified for Mexican agriculture were: farm employment,
self-sufficiency in food grain (corn and wheat) production 4/,
agricultural sector income (the sum of producer income and wage
earnings), and net foreign exchange earnings (the sum of earnings from
exports less the cost of imports). These goals have been stated by
several Mexican administrations. Others that might have been considered

4/ For the purpose of determining the impacts of pricing policies on food
self-sufficiency, we assumed that food self-sufficiency is defined in
terms of wheat and corn and that quantities produced of these two
commodities are valued equally by policymakers.

10



Figure 3. Detached tableau for policymakers' optimization problem

: PM1...PM4 P1611....PW4 PB1...PB4 PC111...PCH4 EM? FX FG Y

Budget  +  +  + +

Employment
r•••••••••

• B

Foreign exchange
aii

Food  LEains  

Sector income

Convexity 1 ... 1

constraints
on price
supports and

chemical

subsidies

1 • • • 1

=0

-1 =0

•••••••••••,•• ••••••

-1

 =0

=0

< 1

< 1

Objective

Variables:

a2 a3

< 1

••••••••• •

< 1

a4

PM1...PM4 are maize support prices (10-40%)

P1,41...PW4 'are wheat support prices (10-40%)

PB1...PB4 are bean support prices (10-40%)

PCH1...PCH3 are chemical subsidy rates (50-70%)

EMP is employment

FX is net imports/exports

FG is food grains (corn and wheat)

Y is sector income

a are policy objective weights (to derive frontiers, only one or two are

nonzero in any one solution)

••••••...

••11•••••••••••••••
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are consumer welfare (for example, consumer surplus) and regional income

distribution within agriculture.

The policy instruments tested with the model were:
1. Price supports for corn, wheat, and beans of 10-40 percent above

market prices, analyzed at 10-percent intervals. Market prices

were found by solving the sector model with no policy
intervention. For freely traded goods, this price would equal

the world price.

2. Input subsidies for chemical products of 50, 60, and 70 percent

of the market price. Market prices for inputs were fixed in the

model.

The instruments selected for the analysis are not necessarily the only or

the best means of achieving these objectives, they are, however, among

the actual policy tools used in Mexico.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section discusses the results of the empirical model. The first

part looks at the impacts of individual policy instruments on government

goals. The second part discusses the results in terms of tradeoffs

between pairs of goals.

Impacts of Policy Instruments on Government Goals

This section discusses the impacts of single-policy instruments on

several government policy objectives. At the first stage of the policy

problem (discussed above) the impacts of the selected policy instruments

were tested with the sector model. In the case of guaranteed output

prices, this was done by replacing downward-sloped demand curves with

horizontal curves (or fixed prices). The model was then solved for

quantities and all other prices. There were several interesting

results. For example:

1. The instruments differ quite significantly in their usefulness for

attaining any single objective.

2. Two instruments with more or less equal impacts on one target

variable may have very different implications for a second

variable.

3. The impacts of a pricing policy for a particular crop depend on

the price level.

4. Both the type and level of instrument used determine whether

objectives conflict with or complement each other.

Table 3 displays the impacts of each of the levels of the four types of

policy instruments on each of the four goals. The left side of the table

shows the total impacts, that is, the total positive or negative changes

from the base model solutions given in the last line of the table. It is

difficult, however, to compare the policies on the basis of total impacts

since each instrument requires a different government budget (center

column). Calculating the impacts of each instrument per million Resos of

12
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Table 3--Incremental impacts of subsidies on 
objectives

Item

Total Impacts per million pesos of net

impacts  government expenditure 

: Net : : : Net : Net

: foreign .. Farm : Sector : Food : government : foreign : Farm : Sector : Food

: exchange 1/: employment : income : grains : expenditure 2/: exchange 1/: employment : income : grains

Million 1,000 Million 1,000 Million Million Worker Million Million

pesos worker yrs. pesos tons pesos pesos years pesos tons 

Base model 3/ 3,870 2,465.5 92,750 11,779 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Maize subsidies:4/ .

10% - 2,330 2.5 7,210 1,558 3,879 - .601 .8 1.858 401.5

20% - 4,000 62.5 16,290 2,410 8,388 - .477 7.5 1.942 287.3

30% - 8,600 105.5 24,590 3,913 14,093 - .611 7.5 1.745 227.6

40% - 8,600 97.5 32,430 4;277 19,250 - .447 5.0 1.685 222.2

Wheat subsidies:4/

20% - 1,780 3.2 2,430 186 3,106 .571 .9 .782 59.9

I-.
t.A) 30% - 1,070 - 7.1 5,910 814 5,682 - .189 - 1.3 1.041 143.2

40% - 3,330 - 53.6 10,470 856 8,787 - .379 - 6.2 1.192 97.2

Bean subsidies:4/

10% -19 ,860 73.5 4,890 -3,721 2,927 -6.784 25.2 1.671 -1,271.3

20% -21,660 96.5 16,620 -4,306 6,941 -3.120 13.9 2.394 - 620.4

30% -21,660 95.5 28,510 -4,520 11,340 -1.909 8.5 2.515 - 398.7

40% -21,660 85.5 37,970 -4,738 15,806 -1.370 5.4 2.403 - 299.8

Chemical subsidies:4/

50% 850 6.5 8,370 318 6,361 .133 1.1 1.317 50.0

60% 1,010 7.5 10,070 357 7,647 .132 1.0 1.317 46.6

70% - 1,830 5.5 11,630 1,388 * 9,084 - .202 .6 1.281 152.7

n.a. = not applicable.

1/ Net foreign exchange calculation assumes no trade
 in subsidized crops.

2/ Net government expenditure calculations based on 
assumption that government buys entire crop and sells it 

at a

consumer price equal to the world price. No storage costs included.

3/ Base model is the sector model solved with no gover
nment intervention.

4/ Price subsidies set at given percent above equilibrium pr
ices, found by solving sector model with no government

intervention.



government expenditure offers a better means of direct comparison. These
values are found in the last four columns of the table.

The instruments differ in their impacts on goals. Bean price policies
generated more farm employment and sector income than other pricing
instruments. Corn price policies were generally slightly less effective,
although they are considerably better suited to the realization of these
two goals than .wheat or chemical policies. For example, bean price
subsidies produced between 5 and 25 worker years of additional employment
per million pesos of government expenditure, while wheat subsidies
generated less than one additional worker year or had negative employment
impacts. Bean and maize policies both resulted in approximately one
additional peso per peso spent.

On the other hand, if only bean policies were used, the model indicates
they would result in very large declines in food grain production. For
example, 3 billion pesos to bean producers resulted ina 3.7-million-ton
reduction in total wheat and corn output. Consequently, in the absence
of import restrictions, the food import bill would rise substantially and
large foreign exchange losses would be generated.5/ Corn price policies
were by far the best choice for stimulating food grain production. They
also resulted, however, in net foreign exchange losses, because the model
replaced corn imports with imports of other higher priced grains.
Positive impacts on the trade balance were generated with wheat and
chemical policies. These policy instruments, however, produced
relatively small employment gains. In fact, when wheat prices were
increased 30 and 40 percent, there were losses in both employment and
foreign exchange. Another result is that chemical subsidies were very
nearly as effective as wheat policies at stimulating food grain
production (per unit of government cost) and more effective than wheat
price policies for generating farm jobs and saving foreign exchange.

Underlying these results are the shifts in product composition brought
about by the changes in relative prices. Corn and beans are most likely
to substitute with each other and with other important basic crops such
as wheat, sorghum, alfalfa, sugar, and oilseeds. Very substantial
substitution from wheat to the more labor-intensive production of beans
and corn results in employment gains but also the need to increase
imports of wheat and other basic grains. A corn or beans policy alone
seems to result in minor substitution away from export crops, such as
tomatoes, melons, watermelons, and strawberries (but not to the detriment
of employment or export earnings). Wheat policies, however, appear to
affect the farm sector's cropping pattern quite differently, resulting in
only very slight substitution from sorghum or beans and major shifts from
alfalfa, cotton, safflower, and sesame. Although the import bill
actually declines with wheat policies, export earnings are also lost
(sesame exports cease altogether) and the decline in cotton
productionleads to net employment losses over some range of wheat
subsidies.

5/ If revenue risk were included in the sector model, as it is in a more
recent version of CHAC, price supports would result in less profound
shifts. The model undoubtedly overstates the willingness of producers to
shift production from corn and other basic grains to beans.
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Chemical policies affect the structure of production quite differently.

Although the substitution effects are not dramatic, production of maize,

wheat, and cotton increases while production of bean, sorghum, sugarcane, and

safflower declines. The impacts on export crops are mixed and not very

substantial. The import bill declines until sorghum imports begin to replace

domestic sorghum production.

The various levels at which a pricing policy for a particular crop may be 

employed have  different impacts. For example, low wheat price supports had

positive employment effects, but higher wheat prices led to lower levels of

employment. This is because of substitution away from more labor-intensive

crops to wheat. For bean and corn price supports, the impacts on employment

were positive over the entire range of prices considered; however, employment

first increased and then dipped back as the price rose. These results are

shown in figure 4 (part A) where it can be seen that 30-percent price

increases produced larger employment gains than 40-percent price increases.

Goals can  be complementary over some range of prices but competiny, over 

another range. Figure 4 (parts A and B) illustrates this point for the impact

of maize price supports on food grain production and employment. The values

of both goals increase monotonically as maize supports rise from 10 to 20 to

30 percent above unsupported levels. However, when the price was raised

another 10 percent, food production continued to increase but employment

declined. For bean subsidies, employment and food grain production are

competing goals as the price is increased from 10-30 percent above the base

price, i.e., employment grows while food grain supply declines. However, as

the bean subsidy is increased still further, employment also declines from

levels achieved with lower subsidies.

Whether objectives conflict or complement each other depends on  the type of

instrument used. Employment and foreign exchange conflicted when bean or corn

policies were used. Sector income and foreign exchange conflicted when bean

or corn policies were used. On the other hand, wheat or chemical subsidies

produced increases in the values of all these goals. In sum, these results

show that the ability to realize several goals either singly or jointly

depends on both the type of policy tools used and on the levels at which they

are employed.

Policy-Feasible Frontiers and Tradeoffs Among Policy Objectives

Policy-feasible frontiers, which depict the range of feasible policy outcomes

and the tradeoffs among objectives, are derived by solving the linear

programming problem described above with several alternative policy objective

functions. In order to draw two-dimensional frontiers, non-zero weights were

assigned to only two objectives at a time. Points inside the frontiers are

inferior in the sense that there is some frontier point that represents an

increase in the value of at least one of the goals without giving up any of

the other goals. Points beyond thefrontier are infeasible in the sense that

they cannot be achieved given the available policy instruments, the government

budget constraint, and the characteristics of the model.
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Figure 4. Effects of commodity price subsidies
 on employment, food grain

production, and government costs
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Table 4 gives the optimal values of several policy objectives. Table 5

shows the optimal combinations of policy instruments used to achieve the

solutions shown in table 4. For example, solution 6 in table 4,

represents equal policy weights on foreign exchange and farm sector

income. Given this policy objective function, employment would increase

by 76,400 worker years; farm sector income would increase by 30 billion

pesos; gains in food grain production would amount to 3 million tons; and

foreign exchange earnings would decline 1.6 billion pesos. Table 5,

solution 6, shows that the above result is achieved with a maize subsidy

of 21.6 percent, a wheat subsidy of 20 percent, and a chemical subsidy of

60 percent. This outcome is also a point on a policy-feasible frontier.

Only selected two-dimensional frontiers are discussed here. Others are

found in (1). Figures 5, 6, and 7 are two-dimensional frontiers between

three pairs of goals: food grains and foreign exchange, food grains and

employment, and food grains and sector income, respectively.

Figure 5 illustrates the tradeoff between food grains and foreign

exchange. In this case, a combination of maize and chemical price

policies (point 1) would generate the most food grain production and a

combination of wheat and chemical policies (point 3) would generate the

most foreign exchange. Point 19 (which refers to solution #19 in tables

4 and 5), represents a combination of maize, wheat, and chemical price

policies which generates almost maximum food grain output but which does

not generate the foreign exchange losses associated with point 1. This

suggests that it may be possible to avoid large tradeoffs between

objectives by making relatively minor policy changes, that is, by

changing the relative price structure between several subsidized products.

There is also a set of policies which would produce increases (over base

model solutions) in the values of both target variables. This is

designated the complementary range in the figure. However, as discussed,

considerably greater increases in total food grain production would be

realized by sacrificing foreign exchange. -

Figure 6 illustrates the policy-feasible frontier between employment and

food grain production. Along the entire range of this frontier, the two

goals complement each other in the sense that policies that maximize

either goal, or some weighted combination, result in increases in the

values of both goals (over the base model results). Tradeoffs are,

nonetheless, involved. .Choosing instruments involves making decisions

about the degree to which it is acceptable to forego increases in

employment in order to make greater strides in food grain production.

The rate of substitution along the tradeoff frontier appears to be nearly

constant: 74,000 worker years of employment can be exchanged for 4.47

million tons of food grains. This represents an almost 40-percent

increase in the grain supply, but only a 3-percent decline in

. employment. Of course, the significance of this comparison depends upon

the relative importance policymakers attribute to these two goals.

Farm sector income seems to be fairly constant, no matter what policy

instrument is used (fig. 7). In other words, policy changes can be made

to increase grain production--by subsidizing chemical prices rather than

bean prices--with little impact on sector income.
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Table 4--Optimal value of policy objectives under alternative policy

objective functions

Item

Policy obiectives (target variables)

. . • Net

: •. foreign : Sector . Food

: Employment : exchange : income : grains

•

Maximize consumer
+ producer surplus a/

Million 100 mil. Billion Million
worker yrs. pesos pesos tons

2.46 38.74 92.75 11.78

Policy objective functions:b/

1. Max food grains 2.56

2. Max sector income 2.62

3. Max net foreign exchange 2.47

4. Max employment 2.64

5. Max all above c/ 2.59

-59.27 124.90 16.59
-236.68 126.83 11.96

66.53 105.25 12.32

-241.96 126.15 12.12

-59.27 124.90 16.59

a Foreign exchange + B sector income:

6. a = .5 B = .5 2.53 22.86 122.82 14.88

7. a = .25 B = .75 2.54 -8.04 125.00 15.23

8. a = .10 B = .90 2.55 -46.33 126.17 16.09

9. d/ a . .90 B . .10 2.47 66.53 105.25 12.32

y Employment + B sector income:

10. y = .5 B = .5 2.63 -245.91 126.76 12.18

11. e/ y = .90 B . .10 2.64 -241.96 126.15 . 12.12

y Employment + a foreign exchange:

12. d/ y = .5 a . .5 2.47 66.53 105.25 12.32

13. y = .90 a -... .10 2.53 26.50 121.54 14.73

14. y = .99 a = .01 2.64 -228.90 124.56 12.15

p Food grains + B sector income:

15. f/ p = .5 B = .5 2.56 -59.27 124.90 16.59

16. p = .10 B = .90 2.55 -48.85 126.14 16.17

17. g./ p = .01 B = .99 2.62 -236.68 126.83 11.96

p Food grains + a foreign exchange:

18. f/ .p . .5 a = .5 2.56 -59.27 124.90 16.59

19. p = .25 a = .75 2.52 .22 121.94 15.65

20. p= .10 a = .90 2.47 66.53 105.25 12.32

p Food grains + y employment:

21. f/ p . .5 y = .5 2.56 -59.27 124.90 16.59

22. p = .01 y = .99 2.64 -251.93 126.04 12.43

a/ Objective function for the sector model, used to generate market

equilibrium before policy intervention.

b/ Policy objective function is of the general form: a Foreign

Exchange + B sector income + y Employment p Food grains.

c/ a = .25, B = .25, y = .25, p = .25.

d/ Same as solution #3.

e/ Same as solution #4.

f/ Same as solution #1.

El Same as solution #2.
18
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Table 5--Optimal mixes of policy instruments under alternative policy
objective functions

Item
:  Policy instruments (choice variables) 
: Maize : Wheat : Bean : Chemical
: subsidy a/: subsidy b/: subsidy c/: subsidy d/

•
Percent

Policy objective functions:e/

1. Max food grains
2. Max sector income
3. Max net foreign exchange
4. Max employment
5. Max all above

30.0

30.0
30.0

Foreign exchange + B sector income:
6. a = .5. B = .5 21.6
7. a = .25 B = .75 27.3
8. a = .10 B = .90 40.0
9. f/ a = .90 B = .10

y Employment + B sector income:
10. y = .5 B = .5 " 35.8
11. g./ y = .90 B = .10 30.0

36.0
20.0

20.0

20.0

y Employment + a foreign exchange:
12. f/ y = .5 a* = .5 20.0
13. y = .90 a = .10 20.0 20.0
14. y = .99 a = .01 30.0 19.2

p Food grains + B sector income:
15. h/ p = .5 B = .5 30.0
16. p = .10 B = .90 40.0
17. i/ p = .01 B = .99 36.0

p Food grains + a foreign exchange:
18. h/ p = .5 a = .5 30.0
19. p = .25 a = .75 18.7 20.0
20. f/ p = .10 a = .90 20.0

p Food grains + y employment:
21. h/ p = .5 y = .5 30.0
22. p = .01 y = .99 30.0

10.0

10.0
10.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

45.5
10.0
60.0
23.4
45.5

60.0
60.0
5.9
60.0

23.4

60.0
60.0

45.5
5.8

45.5
70.0
60.0

45.5
23.0

a/ Between 0 and 40 percent.
b/ Between 0 and 40 percent.
c/ Between 0 and 10 percent. Larger subsidies eliminated because they
resulted in supplies much larger than needed for self-sufficiency in 1985.
d/ Between 0 and 70 percent.
e/ Policy objective function is of the general form: a Foreign exchange
+ B Sector income + y Employment + p Food grains.
El Same as solution #3.
gi Same as solution #4.
h/ Same as solution #1.
i/ Same as solution #2.
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Figure 5 Policy tradeoff frontier for foreign exchange and food grains
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Figure 6 Policy tradeoff frontier for employment and food grains
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Figure 7 Policy tradeoff frontier for farm sector income an
d food grains
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The figures discussed above illustrate that the ranges of possible values

of three goals--foreign exchange, food grain production, and farm sector

income--are quite broad. For example, farm sector income ranged from

approximately 93 billion pesos in the base model solution to almost

127 billion pesos at the maximum attainable level (a 37-percent increase).

Food grain production ranged from less than 12 million tons in the

absence of policy intervention to almost 16.6 million tons with policies

designed to maximize food grain output, an increase in total supply of

over 40 percent. On the other hand, there was a relatively limited

feasible employment range--between 2.5 million worker years and 2.6

million worker years. With the available instruments, it is possible to

increase employment by only 7.4 percent over the base model solution.

This result suggests that employment is much less sensitive to decisions

by Mexican policymakers than are other policy objectives.

The positions of the tradeoff frontiers shown here are functions of the

instrument set, the characteristics of the sector model, and the budget

constraint. An extension of this analysis would be an evaluation of

budget impacts on goal tradeoffs: for instance, how the frontiers would

shift if the budget were increased. The locations of the frontiers would

also shift if parameters of the sector model were changed. For example,

experiments could be conducted on the impacts of expansion of the resource

base, new technology, or changing demand factors. Opportunities for

international trade--identified by the international parameters included

in the model (such as prices and quotas)--also affect the frontiers. An

analysis of some possible changes in international .trade parameters

follows.

SOME EFFECTS OF POSSIBLE U.S. POLICY CHANGES

Changes in trade parameters of the Mexican sector model were made on the

basis of several hypothetical changes in U.S. domestic or trade policy:

1. The Mexican import prices of grains (corn, wheat, sorghum, and

barley) and soybeans were simultaneously raised 25 percent (this

could be due to a PIK program or an increase in the U.S. loan

rates).

2. The Mexican import prices of grains and soybeans were simultan-

eously lowered 25 percent (this could be due to lower loan *rates,

or higher target prices with export payments).

3. Exports of major export crops (tomatoes, cucumbers, onions,

cantaloups, watermelons, strawberries, and garbanzos) were allowed

to increase 25 percent (this could be due to lower U.S. nontariff

barriers, such as marketing orders, imposed by the United States).

4. Exports of major export crops listed above were allowed to increase

50 percent.

These are only some of numerous possible experiments. The results are

given in table 6, where they can be compared with the impacts of maize

price supports. They indicate that the impacts of changes in U.S. policy

on the Mexican agricultural sector could be considerable.
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Table 6--Impacts of trade and maiz
e policy experiments on policy objec

tives

Objectives

: Net :

: Foreign exchange : Employment : Sector income : Food grains : Consumer surplus

Experiments : :
. :

Base model

: 10 million pesos 

387

Maize subsidies::

10%

20%
30%
40%

Grain 4/
and soybean

Ni
import prices:

Raised 25%

Lowered 25%

Fruit and

vegetable

constraints: 5/:
Relaxed 25% :

Relaxed 50%

154 1/

- 13 T/
-473 Ti
-473 T/

241 2/

521 27
603 2/
747 2/

Thou. worker yrs. 10 million pesos 

2,456 9,274

2,458

2,519
2,562
2,554

9,996
10,904
11,734
12,518

970 2,481 11,201

-263 2,409 7,116

573
760

2,262
2,468

9,453
9 ,634

Thousand tons 10 million pesos 

11,779 31,024

13 ,337
14,189

15 ,692
16,056

13 ,118
11 ,082

11,723
11 ,672

31,357 3/
34,675 Ti

39,557 3/
40,747 -3-7

28,947
33,640

31,026
31,026

1/ Derived under assumption that gov
ernment either can sell entire maiz

e crop in the current period in domestic 
market

or store surplus.

2/ Derived under assumption that maize
 surplus generated at a consumer price

 equal to the world price is disposed 
of

in world markets at world price.

3/ Assuming that all maize produced 
is consumed in current period.

4/ Corn, wheat, sorghum, and barley 
(principal grains imported from the

 United States).

5/ These include bounds on exports of
 tomatoes, cucumbers, onions, cantalou

ps, watermelons, strawberries, and

garbanzos.
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Higher or lower grain import prices have major impacts on policy
objectives. The international grain price increase results in market

dynamics that push the country considerably closer to self-sufficiency in

wheat and corn. This results in substantial savings of foreign exchange

and increases in farm sector income, as well as additional farm

employment. The cost to consumers, however, measured in terms of

consumer surplus, would appear to be considerable. Thus, grain price

increases on the world market could mean smaller producer subsidies

necessary to achieve prescribed levels of food production and income.

However, the new terms of trade could also imply larger consumer

subsidies in order to meet objectives (not explicitly stated in this

research) related to the demand for agricultural products.

Relaxing U.S. nontariff barriers on some of the major export crops would

generate considerable increases in net foreign exchange earnings, would

increase employment and sector income, and would have negligible impacts

on consumer welfare. Export crops would displace some grain production,

resulting in additional grain imports; however, the decline in total

wheat and corn production would amount to only about 1 percent of

production even if exports of fruits and vegetables were increased as

much as 50 percent. Further experiments with export barriers would help

lay a better empirical foundation under the controversy surrounding the

role of Mexican export crops and the substitution between them and staple

food crops. On the basis of these limited results, the benefits to be

gained from increased exports outweigh the costs in terms of lost food

grain production. This, however, ultimately depends on government

preferences.

An interesting possibility is that these trade experiments provide some

basis for speculation about the implications of world market conditions

for the policy options discussed earlier in the paper. For example,

higher grain import prices would have positive impaCts on the four policy
objectives considered in the analysis of goal tradeoffs. Therefore, we

might expect the frontier between, for example, food grains and sector

income to shift outward, and the tradeoffs between the two goals along

the frontier to depend on the relative impacts of the new international

conditions. On the other hand, if export quantities rose by 50 percent,

the impact on food grain production would be negative and the impact on

sector income would be positive. Therefore, we might expect the frontier

to be repositioned such that the rate at which the two goals are

exchanged would be less dramatic. In other words, smaller amounts of

domestic grain production would have to be given up in order to gain the

same level of sector income.

Speculation of this sort could be fruitful for policy analysis. The

important point is that the results, although limited to.a few arbitrary

cases, suggest that agricultural decisionmaking in the private sector is

(or would be) quite sensitive to world market conditions. Therefore,

international parameters should be viewed as significant variables in the

formulation of national policies.

CONCLUSIONS

The model developed in this paper can be an important tool in national

policy analysis. It explicitly deals with intercommodity and inter-

regional substitution in production. It also more realistically models
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the policymaker's problem, namely, to try to optimize national objectives 
with

policy interventions. The dual-level programming approach explicitly

recognizes that policymakers do not have direct control over production

decisions, as is assumed in single-level programming. Further, the model

allows development of policy tradeoff frontiers that recognize the choices

among the sometimes disparate goals that face policymakers. Finally, the

model explicitly includes international variables as parameters which, a
s the

limited results suggest, interact with domestic policy choices.

Despite these strengths of the model, its Mexican-U.S. linkages are

incomplete. We need to identify the important policy changes in the United

States (from Mexico's perspective) and to quantify their impacts on worl
d

markets. Clearly, U.S. policy parameters of interest would include levels of

target prices and loan rates on major export commodities and tariff and

nontariff barriers on fresh fruit and vegetable imports. On the other hand,

we also need to know more about the actual response of Mexican policymaker
s to

changing world market conditions. This research suggests that world market

conditions should influence Mexican policy, but it does not estimate those

reaction functions.

To link Mexican and U.S. models would be extremely useful for both co
untries.

As our analysis suggests, to proceed with domestic analysis without

realistically considering.international dimensions could be very mislead
ing.

The Mexican food self-sufficiency program (SAM) failed not so much be
cause of

lack of conviction but rather because international reality bypassed it
.

Thus, to ignore international parameters leads to incomplete and errone
ous

policy analysis. Clearly, the range of substitution possibilities contained

in our model, between food and feed grains, for example, means that

single-commodity, closed-economy approaches to policy analysis are of
 use only

for autarkic and rigidly controlled economies. Most national economies,

Mexico's included, do not have those characteristics.
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